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CHAPTER 18

DYADIC DATA ANALYSIS 

Andrew P. Knight and Stephen E. Humphrey 

A manager and an employee meet to discuss 
a performance evaluation. A therapist greets a 
client and begins their weekly session. A recruiter 
conducts a series of one-on-one interviews with 
prospective employees. A worker shares a meal with 
a colleague with whom he hopes to partner on a new 
project. At the end of the day, the partner goes home 
and shares the interaction with her spouse over 
dinner. The spouse, in tum, recounts the meeting 
she had earlier that day with their son's teacher. As 
these examples illustrate, many human experiences 
transpire between two people-in a dyad. 

Reflecting the ubiquity of dyadic experiences, 
many prominent theories of human behavior 
feature the dyad as a foundational unit of analysis. 
Exchange theories, for example, explain the flow 
of resources between, at the most basic level, two 
p a rties (Blau, 1964; Emerson, 1976; Homans, 
1958). Conceptualizations of the process of social 
construction, such as through sensemaking and 
sense giving, of ten diagnose the reciprocal dyadic 
Inter actions through which events are labeled and
interpreted (Weick, 1995). Theories of interpersonal
and romantic relationships offer explanations of
�he development and trajectory of connections
tween two people (e.g., Byrne, 1971; Finkel,
Rtmpson, & Eastwick, 2017· Newcomb, 1961).
el di ' ate Y, conceptualizations of interpersonal Percept' ion unpack the factors that underlie onePerson' s view of another (Kenny, 1994). Within

organizations, theories about roles and coordination 
rest upon dyadic connections between organizational 
subsystems (e.g., Katz & Kahn, 1978). And Weick's 
(1979) impactful theory of organizing treats the 
continuous reconstitution of organizations as 
composed of dyadic building blocks-double 
interacts between two people. 

Although the dyad is the foundation of many 
prominent theories in the social sciences, the dyad 
has not historically been a focal level of analysis 
in empirical research (Krasikova & LeBreton, 
2012). In research on human behavior within 
organizations, for example, researchers have 
eschewed dyadic investigations due, in part, to a 
prevailing emphasis on individual (e.g., satisfaction, 
performance), group (e.g., cohesion, performance), 
and organizational (e.g., effectiveness) outcomes 
as the most meaningful phenomena to explain. 
The historical dearth of investigations using dyadic 
methods may also stem from the challenges of 
using the nuanced research methods needed to 
conduct dyadic research-both in data collection 
and data analysis. Research on diversity is an 
instructive example. Although many studies of 
diversity in organizations are grounded in social 
psychological theories of dyadic similarity-attraction 
(Williams & O'Reilly, 1998), researchers have most 
commonly examined aggregate diversity effects at 
the individual (e.g., Tsui, Egan, & O'Reilly, 1992) or 
group (e.g., van Knippenberg & Schippers, 2007) 
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levels of analysis. As multilevel theorists have long
admonished, misalignment of theory, method, 
and analysis can obscure or distort the substantive 
conclusions that researchers draw from empirical 
investigations (Klein, Dansereau, & Hall, 1994). 

Spurred by these concerns, in recent years, 
there has been burgeoning interest in dyadic data 
analysis. Scholars have used dyadic data analysis 
to study a wide range of phenomena, such as 
emotion (Eisenkraft & Elfenbein, 2010), deference 
(Joshi & Knight, 2015), helping behavior (van 
der Vegt, Bunderson, & Oosterhof, 2006), rivalry 

(Kilduff, Elfenbein, & Staw, 2010), interpersonal 
harming (Lam, van der Vegt, Walter, & Huang, 
2011), the formation of work-related network 
ties (Casciaro & Lobo, 2008), and trust (Jones & 
Shah, 2016)-to name just a few topics recently 
studied. This burgeoning interest stems first from 
a growing recognition that there are substantively 
interesting criterion variables at the dyad level 
and, further, that understanding dyadic processes 
can unpack the interpersonal mechanisms that 
might precede the emergence of higher level 
individual, group, and organizational phenomena 
(e.g., Gooty & Yammarino, 2011; Krasikova & 
LeBreton, 2012; Liden, Anand, & Vidyarthi, 2016; 
Tse & Ashkanasy, 2015). Second, the growing 
use of dyadic data analysis reflects organizational 
researchers' increasing familiarity with and access 
to the methodological and statistical tools needed 
to conduct a dyadic investigation (e.g., Gonzalez & 
Griffin, 2012; Kenny & Kashy, 2011; Kenny, Kashy, 
& Cook, 2006; Krasikova & LeBreton, 2012). 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide 
researchers with an entry point to dyadic data 
analysis. Recognizing the diversity of methods used 
across different literatures that are grounded in 
different substantive research traditions, our objective 
is not to provide a comprehensive review of the 
vast range of methods that are available. Readers 
interested in a more comprehensive treatment should 
consult Kenny, Kashy, and Cook's (2006) accessible 
and informative book on the topic. Instead, our 
goal in this chapter is to expose researchers to core 
concepts and a basic theoretical framework that can 
guide a research effort targeting the dyad level. To 
help researchers apply these methods to their own 
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dyadic data analysis. 

FOUNDATIONS OF MODELING 

DYADIC PHENOMENA 

In the social sciences, there are two main analytical 
traditions that focus on dyadic phenomena. The 
first, which is perhaps best known to researchers 
who examine phenomena at a more macro level, is 
social network analysis (Borgatti, Mehra, Brass, & 
Labianca 2009 · Wasserman & Faust, 1994). With
deep roo� in s�ciology, and to a lesser extent social

psychology, researchers have used social network

analysis to shed light on a broad range of topi�

at both the micro level (e.g., creativity, ieadershi�

power, and influence) and macro level (e.g.,_syo 

cation strategic alliances) (Brass, Galaskiewicz,' 
K'ld ff & Tasselli, Greve & Tsai 2004· Burt, 1 u , . hip ' ' ' 

I t!OOS ' 
2013). The dyad-the connection (e.g., re a . . 

rwo enuues
communication frequency) between 

. block . b • bui ldmg 
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d . not
in social network analysis. But the dya 15 
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analysis. Reflectmg its roots i . 1 structure-'
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how different patterns of ties provide
e or on 

ernerg . or opportunities (e.g., production of 
tra1nts 

cons ·t l) Although there are branches of • I cap1 a • socia 
ork analysis that feature dyadic ties more·al netW soct 

·nently (e.g., Snijders, van de Bunt,&: Steglich,
prorn

)
i 
the dyadic tie is typically used as an input to 

2010 , f . . k l . 
regation uncnon m networ ana ys1s 

sorne agg . k l centrality, denslly, networ c osure). 
(e.g., d. · h' h f · The second tra 1uon-w 1c we eature m

. hapter-is the modeling of interpersonalthis C 
Ptl·ons and relationships developed by Kennyperce 

and his colleagues (Kenny, 1994; Kenny&: Albright,
1987; Kenny et al., 2006; Kenny&: La Voie, 1984; 
Kenny & Zaccaro, 1983; Malloy&: Kenny, 1986; 
warner, Kenny, & Stoto, 1979). This tradition 
is especially prevalent in research examining 
phenomena at a more micro level, such as in the 
study of families and the development of romantic 
relationships (e.g., Finkel&: Eastwick, 2008). 
Kenny's paradigm for dyadic data analysis offers 
significant potential for researchers whose work 
rests upon dyadic theoretical mechanisms. With its 
roots in social psychology, this tradition developed 
initially as an analysis of variance (ANOVA)-based 
approach, focused on identifying, estimating, 
and explaining different sources of variance in 
individuals' interactions with others (e.g., Kenny, 
1994). In the decades since its initial development, 
however, the paradigm has matured and now affords 
researchers tremendous flexibility, offering a range 
of models that can be estimated with structural 
equation modeling (e.g., Cook, 1994; Olsen&: 
Kenny, 2006), multilevel modeling (e.g., Kenny&Kashy, 2011; Snijders &: Kenny, 1999), and 
Bay • 
& 

e5ian modelmg (e.g., Ludtke, Robitzsch, Kenny,
Traut wem, 2013). The approach has also becomepractically a "bl II • ccess1 e to researchers across a maJor 

Stat' • I :tica platforms (e.g., R, SAS, SPSS, Stata). 
e focus in this chapter specifically on thissecond r esearch tradition. We do so for three reasons F' 

anal . • . irst, a heavy focus of social networkys1s ism d 1· dyact· . 
0 e mg social structure, rather than 1c intera • chapt . 
Cllons and behavior. Second, otherers in th· h With th 
is andbook familiarize readers e core • · 1 netwo k pnncip es and ideas of social r anal • . , 

frame 
ysis. Third, Kenny and his colleagues 

Work£ or conceptualizing and modeling 

Dyadic Data Analysis

interpersonal behavior allows scholars to test and 
refine theories that a network approach is less well
equipped to answer. To provide researchers with an 
introduction to a relatively newer and less familiar 
approach, we bound our focus to dyadic data 
analysis focused on interpersonal perception and 
relationships. 

Conceptualization of Sources of Variance 
in Interpersonal Perception and Behavior 
As an introduction to dyadic data analysis, we first 
describe an overarching way of conceptualizing 
sources of variance in interpersonal perception and 
behavior, using a running example to explain these 
sources. Imagine two groups of five people each 
(Group 1: Alex, Brianna, Carl, Diane, and Emily; 
Group 2: Frank, Gary, Heidi, Ingrid, and James) 
who interact with one another in a brainstorming 
exercise. At the end of the exercise, the group 
members rate how much they trust each other. 
This design, which is common in dyadic research, 
is called a round robin design-each member of 
the group rates every other member of the group 
on some attribute or provides a rating of his or her 
relationship with each other member. Although 
a full round robin design is not essential for 
conducting a dyadic study-and, indeed, Kenny 
et al. (2006) described several other research 
designs-a round robin design offers the most 
flexibility and potential for estimating the drivers 
of dyadic interpersonal perceptions, relationships, 
or behaviors. 

Conceptually, there are three primary levels of 
analysis in this framework: the group level, the 
individual level, and the dyad level (Snijders &: 
Kenny, 1999). The group level reflects contextual 
effects that lead the members of one group to 
interact with or perceive one another in a way that, 
on average, differs from the members of another 
group. For example, consider a scenario in which 
Group 1 brainstorms face-to-face and Group 2 
brainstorms virtually. The face-to-face interactions 
might lead the members of Group 1 to report 
trusting one another more, on average, than the 
members of Group 2 report trusting one another. 

The individual level reflects the consistent ways 
that people interact with or perceive one another. 
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ote that this consistency is across partners in a 
given situation, not necessarily across time or across 
situations. In a dyadic framework, there are two 
kinds of indi i.dual-level tendencies, referred to as 
the actor (or perceiver) effect and the partner (or 
target) effect. The actor effect reflects how people 
tend to view or behave with others, in general; it is 
"the tendency for a person to exhibit a consistent 
level of response across all interaction partners" 
(Kenny et al., 2006, p. 192). For example, Alex may 
tend to be very trusting, reporting high levels of 
trust with each other member of his group. Diane, 
on the other hand, may not be so trusting-her 
ratings of her teammates may be uniformly low. This 
difference between Alex and Diane is captured by 
variance in the actor effect. The partner effect in a 
dyadic framework describes how individuals tend 
to be viewed or rated by others, in general; that is, 
'·the degree to which multiple partners respond in 
a similar way to a particular individual" (Kenny, 
Mohr, & Levesque, 2001, p. 129). In this example, 
all members of Group 1 may report relatively high 
trust with Emily, but relatively low trust with Diane. 
Whereas Emily is viewed as very trustworthy by her 
teammates, Diane is viewed as very untrustworthy. 

This difference is captured by variance in the 
partner effect. 

Finally, the dyad level (or the relational level) 
reflects idiosyncratic ways that a given actor views 
or behaves with a given partner. The dyad effect 
"is the unique way in which a person behaves with 
a particular partner" (Kenny et al., 2001, p. 130); 
that is, it is one person's rating of another after 
accounting for the actor's general tendency in 
viewing others and the partner's general tendency 
in being viewed by others. The dyad effect is a form 
of residual that remains after controlling for group 
level, individual-level actor, and individual-level 
partner effects. For example, Alex may especially 
trust Carl, and vice versa, because Alex and Carl 
are both vocal and passionate fans of a given 
sports team. 

As we have described it so far, dyadic data 
analysis may seem identical to the typical multilevel 
model with which organizational researchers are 
highly familiar. However, the prototypical multilevel 
model in the social sciences reflects a "Russian 
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dolls" model of nesting, in whi· h . . c ind1v·d perfectly nested within groups and 
I Uals are
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groups are 

ions (e. et al., 1994). What makes a dyad· 
g., I<le1n1c analy round robin data unique is that d d· 
sis With

d ( . . ya ic ratin cross-neste SmJders &: Kenny, 1999)· 
&5 are
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l. d . . D tyand genera 1ze rec1proc1ty. yadic reciprocit fl Y re ectsthe degree to which a given actor's perception is 
linked to a given partner's perception, controllin 
for each person's individual tendencies. General!ed reciprocity, in contrast, reflects the degree to which 
actor effects (i.e., people's stable tendencies in 
viewing others) are linked to partner effects (i.e., 
people's stable tendencies in being viewed by othm). 
The difference between dyadic and generalized 
reciprocity is subtle, but important. Applied to our 
running example, dyadic reciprocity addresses the 
question of whether, if Alex especially trusts Carl, 
does Carl also especially trust Alex? Generalized 
reciprocity, in contrast, addresses the question of 
whether group members who tend to report trusting 
most others also tend to be trusted by most others. 
Generalized reciprocity is the covariance between 
individual actor and partner effects. 

The group, individual, and dyad levels of analys15 

described above underlie a myriad of specific mode� 

for dyadic data analysis (for details, see Gonzalez& 

Griffin 2012· Kenny et al. 2006). Which specific 
, , , 

b model a researcher adopts should be driven . Y
ed . the assoc1at the overarching research quesnon, 

·1 b·1· f data 5oroe
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d by others (i.e., participants serve as 
and is rate d partners). As noted above, the tors an 
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0 hi hlight the potential value of using dyadic data
To 

I 
g
_s we describe in detail three recent exemplarana ys1 

publications that used the SRM. These examples 

provide a s ample of the kinds of questio�s that 

dyadic analysis can help answer, as well 1llust�ate

the unique insights that can stem from a dyadic 

analysis. 
Eisenkraft and Elfenbein (2010) provided a 

unique application of dyadic data analysis for 
studying the origins of affective experiences in 
organizations. Building from theories of individual 
differences, they postulated that there were 
systematic and idiosyncratic differences in how 
people make others feel-what they referred to 
as "affective presence." That is, some people are 
hypothesized to elicit positive feelings in their 
partners during interpersonal interactions, while 
other people are hypothesized to elicit negative 
feelings in their interaction partners. In contrast 
to most research on individual differences, which
focuses on how an individual's traits influence his
or her own behavior, Eisenkraft and Elfenbein's
research examined how an individual's traits
influence the attitudes or behaviors of others. Note 
that affective presence is, to use the language 
Introduced above, a partner effect-it is the way thatatrson's characteristics systematically influencet e responses of others. Eisenkraf t and ElfenbeinStudied an . ect1ve presence using a round robin research design, in which 239 MBA students whoWere orga • d . and 

nize mto 48 teams rated their positive 
the· 

n:gative affect during interactions with each ofir iellow t retar 
eammates. Results derived from a social 

ions anal dun . ysis revealed that individuals' feelings ng interpe 1 . their rsona interactions were shaped by 0wn tr • rr .. 
Presen 

an a 1ect1vity, but also by the affective ce of their partners. Eisenkraft and Elfenbein

Dyadic Data Analysis

found that affective presence was as powerful in 
explaining a person's feelings as was the person's 
own trait affectivity. Their findings underscore the 
value of a dyadic approach in theory development, 
research design, and data analysis for explicating 
how both people's stable individual differences-the 
actor's trait affectivity and the partner's affective 
presence-influence the emotional experiences that 
unfold during interpersonal interactions. 

Erez, Schilpzand, Leavitt, Woolum, and Judge 
(2015) provided a second, and related, exemplar 
application of dyadic data analysis. The authors 
used a dyadic lens to consider how individual 
differences influence actors' appraisals of their 
interaction partners' performance, as well as 
actors' behavior towards their partners. Erez et al. 
postulated that introverted people are especially 
sensitive to the interpersonal characteristics of 
others when forming perceptions of them, relying 
heavily on others' interpersonal personality traits 
like agreeableness and extraversion to form their 
judgments. Note that Erez et al.'s arguments focused 
inherently on a dyadic or relational effect-that 
one actor's perception of another depends on the 
attributes of both the actor and the partner. The way 
that a partner's characteristics (i.e., agreeableness, 
extraversion) influence an actor's perceptions 
depends on the actor's own characteristics (i.e., 
introversion). Said differently, the relationship 
between a partner's personality and an actor's 
perception of and behavior towards that partner 
is moderated by the actor's personality. Erez et al. 
used two studies-one survey-based and the 
second experimental-to examine their conceptual 
model. In the survey-based study, 207 graduate 
students were organized into teams of four to five 
members; within each team, participants provided 
round robin ratings of one another. Social relations 
analyses and multilevel modeling supported the 
idea that an actor's perception of a partner is a 
function of the interaction between the actor's 
personality and the partner's personality. Introverted 
individuals' perceptions were more strongly 
influenced (negatively) by a partner's extraversion 
and agreeableness. Erez et al.'s findings illustrate the 
value, both theoretical and empirical, of a dyadic 
perspective for examining interpersonal perception. 
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A third exemplar application of dyadic data 
analysis is Joshi and Knight's (2015) study of dyadic 
deference in multidisciplinary research groups. Using 
a dyadic perspective, the authors built and tested a 
theoretical model to explain the dyadic drivers, above 
and beyond any individual drivers, of interpersonal 
deference-the act of yielding to the preferences or 
perspectives of another. The authors used the SRM 
with round robin survey data from 619 members 
of 55 multidisciplinary research groups to examine 
the degree to which deference is a function not just 
of one person's attributes, but of the interaction of 
the attributes (e.g., gender, education) of the person 
receiving deference and of the person conferring 
deference. Joshi and Knight's (2015) analysis 
showed that, in addition to any individual-level 
drivers of deference (i.e., actor and partner effects), 
the degree of alignment between two interaction 
partners' attributes (e.g., similarity) shapes deference. 
Furthermore, the authors' findings highlighted how 
a dyadic approach can yield unique insights into 
interpersonal processes. The results of the social 
relations analysis-and, specifically, the reciprocity 
correlations-showed that perceiving competence 
is a fundamentally different interpersonal process 
than perceiving social closeness or affinity with 
another. Perceiving competence is an asymmetric 
process at the individual level (r = -0.20)-those 
who are viewed as highly competent tend to view 
their teammates as being lower in competence. 
Perceiving social affinity, on the other hand, is a 
symmetric process at the individual level (r = 0.39)
those who are viewed as being friends tend to also 
view their teammates as friends. At the dyad-level, 
however, both of these processes are symmetric
dyadic reciprocity correlations were positive for both 
perceptions of competence (r = 0.14) and feelings 
of social affinity (r = 0.56). These insights into the 
symmetry and asymmetry of interpersonal dynamics 
are unique strengths of a dyadic approach; studying 
status at the individual level would obscure these 
important differences in social perceptions. 

As these examples illustrate, dyadic data 
a nalysis can provide new insights into enduring 
areas of inquiry in the social sciences. Dyadic data 
analysis offers researchers at least three unique 
benefits. First, and with respect to theory, dyadic 
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data analysis affords the opportunity t 1. o a 1gn h level of methods and analysis with the th 
t e 

underlies a prediction, thus avoiding f II 
e�ry that

. a ac1es f inference (Kras1kova & LeBreton, 2012). Of 
0 

this benefit is only realized if the theory d 
course, 

d. . . . d d b 
un erlllinga pre 1ct1on 1s m ee a out a dyadic ph 1' 

. enorneno Second, and wtth respect to statistical an l . n.
. 

. aysis, 
dyadic data analysis offers the ability to ac count fo the multiple sources o� nonindependence and the

r 
cross-nested nature of mterpersonal interactions 
Failing to account for these nuances when a 1 •. na Yzingdyadic data can result in biased parameter est· . . 1mates 
and flawed conclus10ns. Thtrd, and with respect
to understanding, dyadic data analysis can offer 
insights into a phenomenon that are unavailable if a
researcher focuses instead on an individual or group 
level of analysis. For example, and as shown by 
both Eisenkraft and Elfenbein (2010) and Erez et al. 
(2015), a dyadic approach facilitates examining 
specifically which element (actor, partner, dyad) 
of an interpersonal interaction is driving variance 
in perceptions or behaviors. Dyadic data analysis 
can help answer the question of whether an 
interpersonal phenomenon is something that is 
elicited by a person, something that is in the eye of 
the beholder, or something that is dependent on the 
interaction of two people. A dyadic approach can 
also, as shown by Joshi and Knight (2015), provide 
unique insights into the symmetry of interpersonal 
processes that are not available from other approaches. 
For example, do those who give advice to others 
also tend to receive advice from others? If one 
worker gives advice to her colleague, does that 
specific colleague reciprocate and also give advice? 
Answering such questions necessitates a dyadic 
approach, which separates the individual (actor 
and partner) and relational effects, and also models

reciprocity. These unique elements help refine o�d 
f ·ns1ghtstheories and enable the development o new 1 

into interpersonal dynamics in organizations. 

AN EMPIRICAL ILLUSTRATION 

OF THE SOCIAL RELATIONS MODEL

d. d ta anaJysiSTo further illustrate the value of dya ic a 
by··de a step· for organizational research, and to provi 

·ne 
l • we exarn1 

step guide for doing such an ana ysis, 



f trust-the willingness of one person
he concept o

bi to another (Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt,I lnera e 
10be vu 

1998)-within work teams. Trust 
& canierer, 

·onal comprising both cognitive1 ·dunens1 ' 
is 01° u . omponents (McAllister, 1995). 

ff ecuve c . 
and a . . dimension of trust m work teams 

gn1uve 
The co erson's belief that a team member can
fl cts one p re e . to the  work of the group. The affective
otnbute , . f co . reflects one persons behe that another

dirnens1on . 
ber genuinely cares for him or her. 

arn niem ie 
tly scholars commonly conceptualize

trnportan , . 
relational phenomenon that 1s shaped by

irust as a 
. d. •d al characteristics of a trustor (i.e., actor
JO !VI U 

el·ver) and a trustee (i.e., partner or target),or perc 
as well as aspects of the relationship between the 

(!. e dyadic relationship) (cf. Mayer, Davis, 
!WO • ·, 

&Schoorman, 1995; Schoorman, Mayer, & Davis,
2007). The relational nature of trust invites the use 
of dyadic data analysis Uones & Shah, 2016). 

Our illustration uses survey data from 4 32 stu
dents, organized into 108 four-person teams, that 
were instructed  to complete a creative task. Due 
10 missing data on some of the predictor variables 
included in this illustrative analysis, the sample 
used below comprised 108 groups, 414 unique 
individuals, and 1,190 directed dyads (i.e., actor 
ratings of a given partner) .1 The teams were asked 
10, in a 60-minute work period, develop and execute 
a creative idea for a poster to recruit volunteers to 
participate in a campus blood drive. Before beginning 
this interdependent task, participants first completed
a survey that assessed individual characteristics and
team members' familiarity with one another. After completing the team task and delivering their blood drive P0ster, participants completed a second surveythat assess d l . e e ements of team dynamics and team 
members' perceptions of one another.For this e l . 
wh· h 

xamp e, we exammed the degree toic trust b 
of tw etween team members is a function 0 charact • • 1- �, enst1cs--gender (-1 = Female - iv1ale) a d If 

' 
cha . n se -reported social skills. Theseractensti par,-; . cs were assessed on the survey that• ,,cipants c 0mpleted prior to working on the

Dyadic Data Analysis

poster with their teammates. Social skills-reflecting 
participants' ability to take others' perspective, read 
others' intentions, and adjust their behavior-was 
measured using a 7-item scale (a.= 0.81; Ferris, 
Witt, & Hochwarter, 2001). A sample item is "I find 
it easy to put myself in the position of others." 

The criterion variables that we examined were 
team members' cognitive and affective trust of their 
teammates. In the survey administered after the 
group task, participants responded to items from 
McAllister (1995), assessing their perceptions of 
their teammates. Data were collected using a round 
robin design, with each person rating each other 
member of the team. Three items measured the 
cognitive dimension of trust (e.g., "I can rely on 
this person not to make my job more difficult by 
careless work," a.= 0.75) and three items measured 
the affective dimension of trust (e.g., "If I share 
my problems with this person, I know [s)he would 
respond constructively and caringly," a.= 0.87). 

Analytical Approach 
We illustrate how to conduct a social relations analy
sis using random coefficient modeling ( variously 
called hierarchical linear modeling and, more gener
ally, multilevel modeling)-a type of analysis that is 
already familiar to many social science researchers. 
Although Kenny and his colleagues initially devel
oped the SRM as an ANOVA-based model, Snijders 
and Kenny (1999) showed how the parameters of 
the SRM can be estimated using multilevel model
ing. The unit of observation for criterion variables 
in the SRM is the directed dyadic relationship, 
which describes the perception or relationship from 
one person, the actor (i), to another person, the 
partner (j). An actor's perception of a given partner 
can result from characteristics of the group the two 
are in (i.e., the group effect), individual-level actor 
characteristics (i.e., the actor effect), individual
level partner characteristics (i.e., the partner effect), 
and, dyad-level characteristics (i.e., the relational 
or dyad effect, which is conditional on the unique 
pairing of a given actor with a given partner). 

'As the 
"e d· PUtpose of th· h · · · f Id not attern 

15 c apter is not to test and evaluate formal theory, but rather to provide an 1llustratton o how one goes about using the SRM,
pt to impute missing data (for guidance on imputing missing data, see Grund, Ludtke, &: Robitzsch. 2016).
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Variance in directed dyadic ratings by actors of 
their partners can thus stem from differences across 
groups (i.e., group variance), differences across 
individual actors (i.e., actor variance), differences 
across individual partners (i.e., partner variance), 
and differences across dyads (i.e., relational or dyad 
variance). The SRM is therefore a multilevel model, 
in which directed dyadic outcomes are nested within 
individuals, which are nested within groups (Kenny 
et al., 2006; Snijders &: Kenny, 1999). However, as 
noted above, the SRM estimates the cross-nested 
nature of the dyadic perceptions or relationships by 
specifying the covariance between dyad members' 
relational effects and the covariance between actor 
effects and partner effects. 

A multilevel modeling approach to fitting 
the SRM has several advantages compared with 
the AN OVA-based estimation methods initially 
developed by Kenny. Snijders and Kenny (1999) 
noted three strengths, in particular, of the multilevel 
modeling approach: 

The multilevel formulation of the 
SRM allows straightforwardly for the 
inclusion of covariates, for missing data 
on the dependent variable (provided 
that the data are missing by design 
or at random), and the estimation of 
specialized models (e.g., equal actor 
and partner variance). (p. 476) 

A multilevel modeling approach also easily handles 
unequal group sizes (Kenny, 1996). These strengths, 
combined with researchers' growing familiarity with 
multilevel modeling, make it an attractive option for 
estimating the SRM. Kenny et al. (2006) provided 
the code used to run the SRM as a multilevel model 
using various software packages (e.g., MLWIN, 
SAS) in an online supplement. In this chapter, we 
introduce a new option for researchers seeking 
to estimate the SRM using multilevel modeling
the lme function in the nlme package (Pinheiro, 
Bates, DebRoy, Sarkar,&: R Core Team, 2016) in 
the software environment R. Below we describe 
our approach and in Appendix 18.1 provide the 
code needed to estimate the SRM using multilevel 
modeling in R. 
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Data Preparation 

As a first step, a researcher must prep are a d at the dyad level with a few key identifier ata set
observation in the data set (i.e., each row�- Each 
one group member's rating of another containsgroup member. This structure captures the fact th data set comprises directed dyadic rating�t

h
th e 

c "'- • f B t ereis one row 1or n.:. ratmg o and a separat erow for B's rating of A. Note that this mandates ha . a distinct criterion rating from each member ;ng
the dyad; it is not appropriate to assign a sin le criterion value to both observations. Table it provides a subset of the data set used in this illustration-showing one way to prepare data fora dyadic analysis. Several variables in the data set indicate the nested and interdependent nature of the observations. Unique identifiers indicate the team (group_id), rater (act_id), ratee (part_id), and dyad (dyad_id) to which a given observation belongs. Further, the data set includes two sets of dummy 
variables-al to a4 and pl to p4-that are needed to 
estimate the SRM using multilevel modeling and the 
clever approach described by Snijders and Ke nny 
(1999) for circumventing the limitations regarding 
cross-nesting in many multilevel modeling software 
packages. These dummy variables range from 1 to k, 
where k is the size of the largest group in the data 
set; in this empirical example, the large st group has 
four members. One set of the dummies identifies the 
rater or actor (i.e., "a") and the second set identifies 
the ratee or partner (i.e., "p") for a given directed 
dyadic observation. 

In addition to these identifiers, Table 18.l also 
illustrates how dyadic data sets may include covariates 
across multiple levels of analysis. Table 18.l only 
contains a subset of the covariates used in the 
illustration· however what is shown reflects the ' ' d d general structure of how covariates can be inclu e 
in an analysis. At the team level, for example, tbe . . f members data set contams the mean ratmg o team 
social skills (ss x). At the individual level, there ared - )an values for the social skills of the trustor (act_SS 
of the trustee (part ss). At the dyad level, there 
is a variable indica�ing the absolute value of t�e 

. d h trustees difference between the trustor an t e 1 . 1 . . 1 h dyad !ev e  ' soc1a skills (absdif_ss). A so at t e 



Sample Portion of Data Set Used in Empirical Illustration 

groue id act Id eart id drad id a1 a2 a3 a4 1!1 1!2 1!3 p4 SS X act ss eart ss absdif ss trust cog 

1 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 4.18 4.00 4.40 0.40 5.33 

1 1 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4.18 4.00 3.50 0.50 4.67 

1 1 4 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4.18 4.00 4.80 0.80 4.67 

1 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 4.18 4.40 4.00 0.40 7.00 

1 2 3 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 4.18 4.40 3.50 0.90 5.33 

1 2 4 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 4.18 4.40 4.80 0.40 4.67 

1 3 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 4.18 3.50 4.00 0.50 7.00 

1 3 2 4 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4.18 3.50 4.40 0.90 6.00 

1 3 4 6 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 4.18 3.50 4.80 1.30 5.33 

1 4 1 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 4.18 4.80 4.00 0.80 6.33 

1 4 2 5 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 4.18 4.80 4.40 0.40 7.00 

1 4 3 6 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 4.18 4.80 3.50 1.30 4.67 

2 5 6 7 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2.83 3.50 3.10 0.40 6.00 

2 5 7 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2.83 3.50 2.10 1.40 6.00 

2 5 8 9 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2.83 3.50 2.60 0.90 6.00 

2 6 5 7 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2.83 3.10 3.50 0.40 4.33 

2 6 7 10 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 2.83 3.10 2.10 1.00 6.00 

2 6 8 11 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2.83 3.10 2.60 0.50 6.00 

2 7 5 8 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2.83 2.10 3.50 1.40 4.00 

2 7 6 10 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2.83 2.10 3.10 1.00 6.00 

2 7 8 12 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2.83 2.10 2.60 0.50 6.00 

2 8 5 9 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2.83 2.60 3.50 0.90 6.00 

2 8 6 11 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 2.83 2.60 3.10 0.50 4.33 

2 8 7 12 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 2.83 2.60 2.10 0.50 6.00 

t, 

� "' 
.... ;:;;· 
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there is the directed dyadic rating of the cognitive 
dimension of how much one person trusts the other 
(trust_cog). This-the directed dyad level-is the 
lowest level of analysis in a round robin design. 
All other values are, in some way, repeated across 
rows, because the actor in one row is the partner in 
a different row. The identifier variables described 
above instruct the software on how to handle this 
interdependence in accordance with the SRM. 

Null Models: Variance Decomposition 
of Cognitive and Affective Trust 
The next step in a social relations analysis is to 
conduct a variance decomposition of the focal 
directed dyadic ratings, which estimates how much 
a given rating is attributable to  characteristics of 
groups, actors, partners, and relationships. This 
variance decomposition is analogous to the first 
step of any other multilevel analysis, in which a 
researcher first examines intraclass correlations or 
changes in model fit indices to determine whether 
there is meaningful variation in intercepts or 
slopes at different levels of analysis. The variance 
decomposition for a social relations analysis 
entails fitting a null model-a model without fixed 
effect covariates-to the data. This null model is 
presented below: 

(18.1) 

where Y;ih is actor i's trust of partner j in group k, 
µ is an overall intercept term, Gk is the random 
group effect for group k, A;k is the random actor 
effect for actor i, Pih is the random partner effect for 
partner j, and E;Jk is the random relational effect that 
reflects the unique way that actor i rated partner j.

To estimate the SRM, it is necessary to specify the 
structure of the variance-covariance matrix for these 
random effects. Note that the relational component 
in Equation 18.1 reflects a combination of both 
the true relational effect and random error (i.e., 
residual). Unless there are multiple measures of the 
focal criterion variable, these effects are confounded 
(i.e., it is not possible to separate the true relational 
effect from the residual or error; Kenny, 1994). 

Per our prior discussion, the model estimates 
the variance of the group effects (cr�). the individual 
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actor effects ( cr!), the individual p . anner ff and the relauonal effects (cr�). As b e ects(
a1 f a ove IVi h "multiple measures o the focal crit . ' t out . enon va. is not possible to separate relational va . llable,it 

residual, or error, variance. The cov . nance frolli anances all random effect terms except for tw amongo are fix d zero. The two that are estimated refle h e to . ct t e Inod . assumpuon of two forms of reciprocity. Th eh
estimates the covariance between actor effe::odtl
partner effects, which is the generalized . and reciproct ,term (crAP). And the model estimates the �covananc between the relational effects for the memb '
. . �� given dyad (1.e., E;Jk and EJ;k), which is the d d' ya IC reciprocity term (aEij,,E1;,). The results of the null model thus provide the parameter estimates neededto parse the variance in a given directed dyadic 

rating. 
Figure 18.1 provides annotated code and output 

for the null model for cognitive trust. Additional 
code, including expanded commentary, is available 
in Appendix 18.1 and online (http://apknight.ory 
pdsrm-example.R). Note that the raw output o[ 
R's lme function contains standard deviations and 
correlations, rather than variances and covariances, 
for the random effects. Standard error estimates 
are not provided by lme for these random effects 
parameters because these are only asymptotically 
valid and, accordingly, should only be used with 
large sample sizes (see Singer, 1998, p. 351). Even 
without standard errors and tests of whether these 
parameters significantly differ from zero, however,
the variance partitioning enables examining the 
relative contribution that group, actor, partner, anrl
dyad characteristics make to trust ratings. 

Table 18.2 shows the conversion of the raw
• nee param·output from lme into variance-covana 

eter estimates and then into variance compo·' ' . relations. nent percentages and reciprocity cor . nee . . ·nto vana To convert the standard deviations i . ram·
d d deviauon pa parameters, square the stan ar •ance • to covan eter. To convert the correlations in . a te l • n eslll:n parameters, multiply the corre auo . fits d • uons 0 by the product of the standard evia t perceo1• . m ponen elements. Computing variance co . surn the . . l 5 f!TSt, ages requires two addit10na steP • actor, . . for group, 1 vanance parameter esnmates Jll tota ·d the su partner, and dyad-this provi es 
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aff.8 <- lme{ltrust atfl------J Criterion variable l,---------, LlLJ- - --- . ----------------------------i Overal l Intercept lrandom = list ( - . 
,-- ----, team id = dB locked( list�-------� Group Effect ! /Actor Effect!------- --D_dlde�t( .... l , ---------

pdSRM .;;.;..,-+al+ a2 + a3 + a4 

Linear mixed-effects model fit by REML 
Data: d.sub 

3282.517 3318.083 -1634.259-----------------------� Model fit indices\Al( Bl( logl ik 
I 

Random effects: 
Composite Structure: Blocked !Partner Effect�----------+- •• - -

correlation Lu, 1.urnµ:,y1111111 r u rl1F""1 1 ,eam_1.01 oyao_J.o I Block 1: (Intercept)data=d.sub, na.act1on=na.om1t ,---_,_-----, Fonnula: ~1 I team_id summary(af .0 j Dyad ic Rec iprocity I 
1 

(Intercept) 1------------------------------� SD of Group Effect!rm. ct aff. 0 ---
1 StdDev: 0.4828982 1 Obtain fitted mode l results and 

variance decomposition (not shown) 

Note. This code uses the dummy variable approach described by Snijders 
and Kenny (1999). In this approach, there are a sequence of dummy 
var iables for actor and for partner. The l ist of components in the random 
statement, and in particu lar pdSRM, specifies a variance-covariance matrix 
structure that presumes this use of dummy var iables to estimate the 
variance of group, actor, partner, and dyad effects (residua l), as well as the 
covariance between the actor and partner effects. The within dyad 
covar iance is then specified by the correlation statement. Users of pdSRM 
should become familiar with the procedure described in deta il in Sn ijders 
I and Kenny (1999). 

Block 2: al, a2, a3, a4, pl, p2, p3, p4 
Formula: ~-1 + al+ a2 + a3 + o4 +pl+ p2 + p3 + p4 - 1 I teC11Lid 
Structure: Social Relations Model ,---------, 

StdDev Corr __ _J SD of Actor Effect / 

: : !��!E� �:- �--;
-
----

---
,,..
-
�--e--�-�-

-
r
-
-a�-;z-

-
�-�-

-

R-ec-
ip_r_o_c -ity_C_o_rr_e_

la-t -
io-n-,

l
0.9779942 . 0.00 0.00 --- - - • .--------, 
0.1783378 03 . 0;_1:!0-0-.-00- _ _j SD of Partner Effect / 
0.1783378 0. .03 . -�.110...0,.8&----
0.1783378_ �.00..-3, :03 0.00 0.00 
0.1783378 0.00 0.00 0. 0 0.00 0.

,"
00-"-' 0""' ..... 00 _______ ___,:esidual 0.6449938 -------------------------------1 SD of Relational Effect l 

Correlation Structure: Coq:,ound symietry 
Fonnula: ~1 I team_id/dyad_id 
Parameter estimate(s): I • · · c 

· I� Rho 1-----------------------f Dyadic Rec1proc1ty orrelat1on 
l!!-2536856 . 
Fixed effects: trust_aff ~ 1 

Value Std.Error OF t-value p-volue 
'Intercept) 5.305883 0.0710364 e&Z._l4,69245 • --------------1 Overall Intercept
Standardized Within-Group Residuals: 

Min Ql Med Q3 Max 
-5.63890153 -0.22651250 0.04718172 8.25314818 4.34135565 

,._,er of Observations: 1198 

lulber of Groups: 188 

FIGURE 18.1. Explanation of code and output for estimating the social relations model using the lme function in the nlme package in R. 
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Results of Variance Decomposition Analysis for Cognitive Trust and Affective Trust

Cognitive trust Affective trust 
-......... 

Output from lme Variance Variance Output from lme 
varia.c. 

standard deviation standard deviation 

Team-level(�) 0.46 0.21 15.35 0.48 0.23 
Individual-level, 0.90 0.81 59.41 0.98 0.96 14.24

Actor(�) 58.41 

Individual-level, 0.15 0.02 1.57 0.18 0.03 
Partner (di,) 1.94 

Dyad-level(� 0.57 0.32 23.67 0.64 0.42 
25.41 

Output from lme Covariance Reciprocity Output from lme Covariance Reciprocity 
{correlation) estimate correlation {correlation) estimate corre1attea 

0.03 Generalized -0.31 -0.04 -0.31 0.01 0.03 
reciprocity (crA,P) 
Dyadic reciprocity 0.14 0.04
(<1E;t.E;,,,) 

0.14 0.25 0.11 0.25 

Note. N = 1,190 directed dyadic ratings from 414 individuals nested in 108 groups. 

variance (Snijders & Kenny, 1999). Then, divide 
each of these values by the sum total to compute 
the portion of total variance accounted for by 
group, actor, partner, and dyad, respectively. The 
helper function srm.pct, included in the pdSRM 
code linked above, can be used to easily perform 
these transformations and covert the raw output 
from lme into variance percentages and reciprocity 
correlations. 

Given that these values represent the portion of 
variance in a directed dyadic rating attributable to 
each source, one could use traditional approaches 
for interpreting them as effect sizes (see LeBreton 
& Senter, 2008). As Table 18.2 shows, for both 
cognitive trust (59%) and affective trust (58%) 
a substantial portion of the variance in directed 
dyadic ratings is attributable to the trustor (i.e., 
actor effect). The variance partitioning indicates that 
some individuals tend to be relatively more trusting 
of others, in general, whereas other individuals tend 
to be relatively less trusting of others, in general. 
In contrast, the partner effect contributes relatively 
little to perceptions of cognitive (2%) and affective 
(2%) trust. The results of the null model suggest 
that the phenomenon of trust-at least early on in 
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the life of a relationship Qones & Shah, 2016)-is 
heavily in the eye of the beholder, not the be holden. 

In addition to decomposing the variance into 
group, actor, partner, and relational components, 
the results of the null model indicate the degree 
to which ratings are symmetric or reciprocal. As 
described above, generalized reciprocity is a form 
of reciprocity at the individual level, measuring the 
degree to which the individual tendencies of actors 
align with the individual tendencies of partners. In 
this example, generalized reciprocity describes how 

h • h·mselfmuch a person who tends to trust ot ers is, 1 

or herself, similarly trusted by others. Table 18-2

provides the generalized reciprocity correlation,

which reflects the association between the actor . . . trust thISeffect and the partner effect. For cogmuve 
d

value is -0.31 which indicates that those w ho t
l
en 

' 
d I' htY to trust others' abilities tend to be truSte s ig 

h 
l 18 2 hows, t e 

less by their teammates. As Tab e • s . trust. f affecuve 
generalized reciprocity correlat10n or 

h dlllld •gto t er 
is very small, but positive: 0.03. Changm 

fd die· re o ya 
level, Table 18.2 also shows the esuma 

ariance . d as acov 
reciprocity-both as a correlat10n an . of the

M h variance parameter. Note that in the SR , t e 
th ugh the

• lent ro 
dyad members is fixed to be eqmva 



. f a compound symmetric structure. ·ficauon o 
spe'1 . 1 for the covariance between E;ih and E11h,
ACc0rd10g 

y, nts have equal variance. The dyadic 
01pone 

iJie co . orrelation is 0.14 for cognitive trust 
· rocity c recip c afrective trust. These values indicate
d 0 25 ior •' 

an • . 
h'n a dyad, if an actor trusts a partner, that

hat wit i 1 '·fie armer is likely to also trust the actor. 
sp

eci

he :suits illustrate the value of considering reci-
1
. for understanding interpersonal relationshipsproc1ty 

d Ception in work teams. As other research 
an per 

. dyadic data analysis has shown (e.g.,Joshi &using . . . 
K . ht 2015) the basic properues of mterpersonalmg , , .. 
processes re

flecting competence may be stnkmgly 

different from those reflecting warmth. For the 
example of trust, we observe that reciprocity at the 
individual level (i.e., generalized reciprocity) is nega
tive for the cognitive dimension, but positive for the 
affective dimension. Perceiving competence seems 
IO be an asymmetric interpersonal process, such that 
1hose who are viewed by their teammates as highly 
competent tend to view their teammates as lower in 
competence. In contrast, perceiving warmth seems to 
be a symmetric interpersonal process-those who are 
1�ewed as caring tend to view others also as caring. 
Once individual tendencies are controlled, however, 
ratings of trust are symmetric for both the cognitive 
and affective dimensions; that is, dyadic reciprocity 
is positive for both. Within a given dyad, people tend 
to reciprocate their beliefs about trust. 

Pr d" e 1ct10n Models: Examination of
Covariates at Multiple Levels of Analysis
Although th • d . . e vanance ecompos1t10n and 
reciprocit l . . . 
1. Y corre at1ons are mterestmg and shedight on th f . e nature o an mterpersonal process, 
lllany rese h arc ers may wish to test hypotheses about covariates h . vanabl 

-t at is, about why scores on outcome 
fa

rn·i 
es (e.g., trust, relationship satisfaction, work-1 )' COnfl• ) 

and d d 
ict vary across teams, actors, partners, 

inc ludy
a s. In the next step of our illustration, we e two c categon· 1 

ommon types of covariates-one ca and o . 
of anal . ne contmuous-at multiple levels

)'sis to sh h ow ow to estimate and interpret 

'h � llsef 

Dyadic Data Analysis

the results of analyses with predictor variables. In 
predicting cognitive and affective trust, we examine 
the role of social skills and gender, organizing our 
discussion of these covariates by level of analysis. 

The prediction models for both cognitive and 
affective trust may be specified using the following 
equation: 

Yiik =µ+Gk + A;k + PJk + E,Jk + �rn TeamSocialSkillsk 

+ �TGo TeamPctMalek + �ActSSSocialSkills,k 

+ �Ac1M,1,Male,1 + �Pan55SocialSkills Jk

+ �PanM,1,Male Jk + �
DydM

,le (Male;k X Male jk)

+ �0yc1SS (ISocialSkills,k - SocialSkills Jkl), (18.2)

where, again, Y;Jh is actor i's trust of partner j in 
group h and µ is an overall intercept term. 

In contrast to Equation 18.1, however, the overall 
intercept and the group (Gk), actor (A;h), partner 
(P1h), and relational (E;JI,) effects in Equation 18.2 
are now conditional upon the included fixed effect 
covariates. Each of these covariates is explained in 
greater detail below. 

When using multilevel modeling to estimate 
the SRM-and, especially, when testing hypotheses 
about covariates-it is common to present the results 
in the format illustrated by Table 18.3, in addition 
to the variance decomposition results provided in 
Table 18.2. Note that Models 1 and 3 of Table 18.3 
are the results of the null models described above 
for cognitive and affective trust, respectively. 
Reflecting the fact that these models lack covari-
ates, there are no fixed effect coefficients in Models 1 
and 3, other than the intercept. For reporting in 
Table 18.3, the standard deviations and correlations 
for the random effects included in the raw output 
from lme have been transformed into variances and 
covariances. Given that the raw output of different 
multilevel modeling functions (e.g., R's lme, SAS's 
PROC MIXED) contain different kinds of estimates , 
researchers should specify what values they report
(e.g., variance, standard deviation). 2 

lw ul lo note h . 
� o le11ns for th 

ot e_r differences in the output from lme compared with, for example, the output from SAS PROC MIXED. In 'PROC MIXED, the 

1 lhesufll of th
e 

dyadic component-the residual and the dyadic covariance-are independent components, such that the total dyadic variance 
es,dUal tenn 

e t
wo. In the output from lme the residual term reflects the sum of the unique dyadic variance and the dyadic covariance. So, the output b I . 

Y me Ls equal to the sum of the two SAS components. 
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Results of Dyadic Data Analysis Using the Social Relations Model 

Cognitive trust 
�

Affectlvetrust
-......... 

Model 1 
Est. SE 

Fixed effects 
Intercept 5.52 0.06 
Team% male 
Team social skills 
Actor gender 
Actor social skills 
Partner gender 
Partner social skills 
Actor gender x Partner gender 
Absolute Difference in Social Skills 
Random effects 
Team 0.21 
Actor 0.81 
Partner 0.02 
Dyad 0.32 
Generalized reciprocity -0.04
Dyadic reciprocity 0.04 
Model fit 
Log Likelihood -1,503.98
AIC 3,021.95 

Model2 
Est. SE 

5.54 0.07 
-0.28 0.28
-0.13 0.16
-0.06 0.06
0.18 0.06** 

-0.05 0.02*
0.06 0.02* 
0.05 0.02* 

-0.01 0.03

0.20
0.79 
0.02 
0.32 

-0.04
0.04 

-1,507.61
3,045.21 

M �Odel4
Est. SE Est 

'---Jt_ 
5.31 0.07 5.32 

-0.09 
0.Q7

-0.06 
0.31 

o.oo
0.18 

0.19 
0.06 
0.07•• -0.08 0.03"0.05 0.03, 0.09 0.03" 

-0.03 0.04

0.23 0.24 
0.96 0.94 
0.03 0.03 
0.42 0.40 
0.01 0.01 
0.11 0.09 

-1,634.26 -1,636.02
3,282.52 3,302.03 

Note. Fixed effects entries are unstandardized coefficients (Est.) and standard errors (SE). Random effects entries 
are variance and covariance parameter estimates. N = 1,190 directed dyadic ratings from 414 individuals nested 
in 108 groups. AIC = Akaike information criterion. 
+p < .10, *p < .05, **p < .01, two-tailed. 

Models 2 and 4 of Table 18.3 include covariates 
predicting cognitive and affective trust, respectively. 
In entering these covariates into our analyses, we 
first grand mean centered any continuous variables, 
which is important given that the intercept terms in 
these multilevel models are substantively interesting 
(Hofmann & Gavin, 1998). In lme's raw output, the 
results for fixed effect covariates are listed directly 
beneath the header for "Fixed Effects." In the null 
model results depicted in Figure 18.1, there is only 
the Intercept term listed here; for the prediction 
models, there would be additional covariates, listed 
one per line beneath the Intercept term. 

Starting at the highest level of analysis, we 
observed in the null model results discussed above 
that groups in this sample vary meaningfully in 
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how much members tend to trust one another. For 
both affective and cognitive trust, the members of 
some groups trust one another more than do the 
members of other groups. To examine whether 
social skills and gender can help explain this 
variance, we created two group-level variables 
that represent group composition with respect to
gender and social skills. For gender, we computed 

the percentage of group members who are male 
(TeamPctMalek) and for social skills we comput�d

ll , ·a lsk1S the average (mean) of group members soci 

. . h neither (TeamSoc1alSk1llsk). As Table 18.3 s ows, . hyof these team-level covariates helps to explai:;er
trust is higher in some groups than others. � 
composition has a nonsignificant relationshi� 

) d ffecuve
with cognitive (�rGD = -0.28, n.s. an a 



09 n.s.) trust, as does average social 
(PrGD :::: -O •. ti�e trust: Prss = -0 .13, n.s.; affective II (cogn1 h h 5ki s :::: -0.06, n.s.). Note t at t ese parameter
lfllSt: �rss conditional upon the inclusion of . ates are e5um « in the model. That is, the percentage h e11ects ot er . team does not provide statistically f en in a 0 m_ t incremental prediction above and 
. 01fican 

5
ig d tor partner, and relational effects. be)'on ac ' f t the individual level o analysis there are 

Next, a . . . f covariates to cons1der--charactenst1cs of iwo sets o and characteristics of the partner. Models 2th e actor 
and 4 of Table 18.2 include both the actor's gender 

d l·al skills as well as the partner's gender andan soc 
cial skills as covariates of trust. With respect to 

50 characteristics, actor social skills is significantlyactor 
positively related to cognitive trust (PAc,ss = 0.18, 
p<.01) and affective trust CPActSs = 0.19, p < .01),
holding constant the other effects in the model. 
This positive coefficient indicates that those who 
are higher in social skills tend to be more trusting 
of others, in general, than those who are lower in 
social skills. Across their partners, actors higher in 
social skills report higher cognitive and affective 
trust than do actors lower in social skills. Second, 
with respect to partner characteristics, both gender 
and partner social skills help explain who tends to be 
trusted by team members. The results in Table 18.3 
show that men are trusted relatively less than are 

6.0 

5.8 

5.2 
5.0 

Gender and Cognitive Trust 

·-----------------------------,.

- Partner Male 
••• Partner Female 

Dyadic Data Analysis 

women for cognitive (PPanMale = -0.05, p < .05) and affective (PPartMale =-0.08, p < .01) trust. Additionally, partner social skills has a positive relationship with trust: team members who are higher in social skills are trusted more by their teammates than are team members lower in social skills (cognitive: �.nSS = 0.06, 
P < .05; affective: PPanSs = 0.05, p < .10). Finally, at the dyad level of analysis, Models 2 
and 4 present two different ways of examining dyadic effects. With respect to gender, the interaction term between actor gender and partner gender sheds lighton specifically who tends to trust whom in teams (cognitive: PDydMal, = 0.05, p < .05; Po)'dMaie = 0.09, 
p < .01). As shown in Figure 18.2, the gender effect 
for cognitive and affective trust is driven by women 
tending to report more trust of other women than 
of men; the effect is particularly strong for the 
affective dimension of trust. Note that an alternative 
approach for examining the role of gender would 
be to include a variable indicating whether dyad 
members are either the same or different genders. 
This approach could be appropriate for testing 
hypotheses motivated by a similarity-attraction or 
social identity mechanism, but offers a less nuanced 
view of dyadic effects (as it would show a muted 
effect of similarity-the average of the female
female and male-male relationships-rather than 
the unique effect of the female-female relationships). 

6.0 

5.8 
iii 5.6 
2 

� 5.4 

5.2 

5.0 

Gender and Affective Trust 

·----------------------------

- Partner Male 
••• Partner Female 

Actor Gender Actor Gender 
Actor Female Actor Male Actor Female Actor Male FIGURE 18•2· Plots of interaction between actor gender and partner gender predicting truSt 
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We illustrate this type of approach with the 
continuous variable social skills. In this case, we 
computed the absolute value of the difference 
between an actor's and a partner's social skills 
(i.e., ISocialSkills;1, - SocialSkillsJl,I). The coefficients 
for this variable in Table 18.2, which are both 
nonsignificant (cognitive: �Dydss = -0.01, n.s; 
affective: �Dydss = -0.03, n.s.), reflect the degree to 
which separation between an actor and a partner 
on this attribute relates to trust between the two, 
accounting for their individual tendencies to trust 
and be trusted. 

In addition to the statistical significance of fixed 
effect covariates, researchers often wish to com
municate how important the covariates are for 
explaining the group, actor, partner, and relational 
effects. Scholars have suggested a number of different 
approaches for calculating the variance explained by 
predictors at different levels of analysis in multilevel 
models (e.g., Hox, 2002; Singer, 1998; Snijders & 
Bosker, 1999). These scholars also noted, however, 
that there are potential problems with estimates of 
variance explained that are derived from comparing 
the size of the variance parameter estimates across 
models with and without covariates. One possible 
approach for circumventing these challenges, 
which might be particularly appropriate given the 
complexity of the SRM, is a Bayesian framework for 
multilevel modeling. Gelman and Pardoe (2006) 
provided detailed information about how to imple
ment such an approach. 

How Valuable Is the Complexity 

of Dyadic Data Analysis? 

To illustrate the unique benefits of dyadic data analy
sis, we reanalyzed the data described above using an 
approach focused on the individual level of analysis. 
Specifically, we approached the data set with a focus 
on why some individuals might be trusted more than 
others (i.e., on perceptions of individual trustworthi
ness). This focus on why some are trusted more than 
others targets one of the sources of variance that we 
described above-the partner effect that reflects indi
vidual partners' tendencies to elicit relatively homo
geneous reactions from actors. As a first step in taking 
this individual-level approach, we examined whether 
teammates tended to agree with one another in their 
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ratings of a given person and wheth . f er teani average ratmgs o a person varied (· lllates• . . . Le., Wheth is consensus m views of trustwonh· er ther iness) "t d e
we computed two versions of the int 1 • 

0 o s0 rac ass tion and the rwg(i) metric (Bliese, 2000). Th cor reJa.
tions showed significant nonindepende 

e�e calcu�. 
b ' • f r 

nee in te mem ers ratmgs o a 1ocal person on th . a111. . [ en tearn t cogmuve trust ICC(l) = 0.17, p < .01] and t or
tive trust [ICC(l) = 0.15, p < 01] Reil . or affec.

. . • • ectmg th small size of the groups m this data set h e 
. . . . , owever h mean ratmgs of a given mdividual were 1 . ' t eow in re]· ability for both cognitive [ICC(2) = 0.37] d 

1• . an affec. uve [ICC(2) = 0.35] trust. Group members did 
'h h • h' �� to agree wit one anot er m t eu ratings oft . rust ina focal team member, as shown in measures of• inter-rater agreement for cognitive (Average r . - o BI)wg(JJ-and affective (Average rwg(j) = 0.77) trust. 

Given these values, we proceeded to aggregate
team members' ratings of one another, computing
the mean of team members' ratings of trust with 
a given person, for each person on the team. We 
then fit a set of multilevel models for cognitive 
and affective trust that focused on the individual 
level of analysis; we also included a random inter
cept for team to account for potential team-level 
nonindependence. The results of these models, 
presented in Table 18.4, show few significant 
effects of gender or social skills on perceptions 
of trustworthiness at either the team level or the 
individual level. In contrast to the dyadic analysis, 
which depicted gender and social skills relating 
to trust in nuanced ways, the individual-level 
analysis showed only that men are less likely than
women to be trusted on the affective dimension 
(� = -0.08, p < .01). 

It is important to note that the insights drawn
from this individual-level analysis are fundame�
tally different from those derived from the dya�tc

d 
h f hat th e ktn 5analysis. In part this reflects t e act t .. 
h h flexib1hty of questions that researchers ave t e 

to ask at the dyad level differ from those t�a

h
t a 

sk. . 'd 11 vel m1g t a 
researcher targeting the mdivi ua e . fr I ofd h malll e iec The dyadic analyses unpacke t e 

1 . and
gender found in the individual-level ana �SIS 

st raungs 

revealed that men received lower tru n more
therwome because women tended to rate O •n an . . h ariance I highly in trust. By separating t e v 
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f Individual-Level Analysis Using Traditional Multilevel Modeling
Results o __________________________________ _
.,,,,---- Cognitive trust 

Model 1 Model2 
Affective trust 

Model 3 Model4 

B SE B SE B SE B SE 

fixed eff
ects

intercept

Team% male

Team social ski
lls

Gender

social skills

Random effects

Team 

Residual 

Model fit 

Deviance 

AIC 

5.52 

0.37 
0.26 

819.30 
829.00 

0.06 5.53 
-0.42

0.12
-0.03
-0.001

0.36 
0.26 

814.20 
845.00 

0.06 
0.25 
0.15 
0.03 
0.03 

5.31 

0.48 
0.31 

896.20 
905.70 

0.07 5.33 
-0.01

0.16
-0.08
-0.01

0.48 

0.31 

889.80 

919.60 

0.07 
0.29 
0.17 
0.03**

0.04 

Note. N = 414 individuals nested in 108 groups. Random effects are variance estimates. B = unstandardized 

regression weight; SE = standard error for B.
'p < .10, *p < .05, **p < .01, two-tailed. 

interpersonal perception or relationship into the 
constituent parts of the interacting individuals, a 
dyadic approach offers the flexibility to test effects 
at multiple levels of analysis. The individual-level 
analysis that we report here focuses only on one 
portion of the pattern of variance-the partner
examined by the dyadic analysis. As the dyadic
variance decomposition revealed, the partner com
ponent is actually the least impactful driver of trust
in early relationships. Actor tendencies and rela
tional effects have a far greater impact on ratings
of trust Th· b·1· • is a 1 Hy to tease apart effects is con-strained ·  
1. . 

in an aggregate analysis. Whether this is a1rn1tation th h ti ' oug , depends on a researcher's ques-on and th h th . 
e t eoret1cal perspectives that informe 1nvesti 

res 
gation. As with any form of multilevelearch th ' eory must come first.

A.LTERN Foa AN 
ATIVE APPROACHES 
ALYZING DYADIC DATAWe have ·11 d. 1 ustrat d b lScussi 

e a ave-both through a
·n 

on of pub1· h 1 Ustration 
15 ed research and an empirical 

-one tYPe of dyadic data analysis that

is useful for understanding the nature and drivers 
of interpersonal perception and relationships. This 
chapter has, however, just scratched the surface, 
and researchers have several other alternatives for 
analyzing dyadic data. Some of these alternatives 
reflect software differences that would provide the 
same substantive results and insights as those that 
we reported. Other alternatives, however, reflect 
different statistical approaches that are grounded in
different assumptions about the drivers of dyadic 
phenomena. Using these alternatives would yield 
results that would likely mirror the results above in
some ways, but could also differ in some ways. 

Before describing these alternatives, we first 
underscore a key assumption underlying the social 
psychological approach that we have illustrated 
above, which is that dyadic interactions are indepen
dent. That is, the model presumes that the variance 
in an interpersonal perception or relationship is due 
to the group, the actor, the partner, and the dyad
not to other combinations of interactions, such as 
triadic effects or some other structure of connections 
among individuals. In some research contexts, how
ever, this assumption may not be tenable-at least 
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on the surface. For example, two employees who 
interact with a shared boss also probably interact 
with each another. Any conversations and inter
actions about their boss open the door to effects that 
are not modeled by the SRM, such as the possibility 
that one employee's relationship with the boss influ
ences her perception of her coworker. Kenny and 
colleagues (2006) noted that they have found little 
evidence that triadic effects bias the insights from 
the SRM. However, it is important for researchers 
using the SRM-or, really, any of the models in this 
same family-to consider whether variance in a 
given interpersonal perception or behavior could 
be due to effects other than the group, the actor, 
the partner, and the dyad. 

Software Alternatives 

We illustrated how to estimate the SRM using 
multilevel modeling, which offers flexibility, 
easily addresses missing data, and accommodates 
unbalanced group sizes (Snijders & Kenny, 
1999). As mentioned above, Kenny et al. (2006) 
provided code for estimating the SRM using a 
range of software platforms, including SAS, SPSS, 
and MLwiN. In this chapter, we showed a new 
method for estimating the SRM in the free and 
open-source software environment R using the lme 
function of the multilevel modeling package nlme. 
One alternative to using lme to estimate the SRM 
using R is the R2MLwiN package (Zhang, Parker, 
Charlton, Leckie, & Browne, 2016) and the code 
provided by Snijders and Kenny (1999) for MLwiN. 
This approach, however, would require a license 
for MLwiN, which will be called by R. Sta ta users 
could take a similar approach, using the runmlwin 
command in Stata (Leckie & Charlton, 2012) to call 
MLwiN; this would also require an MlwiN license. 

Beyond using multilevel modeling, there are other 
alternatives for researchers interested in conducting 
dyadic data analysis in R. If a researcher wishes to 
use ANOVA or SEM to conduct dyadic data analysis, 
there are several options available within R. The 
TripleR package (Schonbrodt, Back, &: Schmukle, 
2015) enables estimating the SRM using an ANOVA
based approach. The fSRM package (Schonbrodt, 
Stas, &: Loeys, 2016) provides tools for fitting 
the SRM with roles using a SEM-based approach. 
Additionally, Kenny and colleagues have developed 
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a web-based suite of R applications for 
several different kinds of dyadic d t 

conducting. . a a anal (Kenny, 2016). With opt10ns in R prolit _Y5es 
. . . eral!ng many preex1sung opuons in other soft and . h ware en. 

ments, there 1s no s ortage of options for V!ron. 
dyadic data analysis, making the tech . c�ntluc1ing. nique in ingly accessible for organizational rese h 

creas. 
arc ers. 

Alternative Statistical Models 

Although we do not intend this chapter t . . o proVid comprehensive accountmg of techniques f 
ea 

d l . h. hl" h h 
or dyadic ata ana ys1s, we 1g 1g t ere two alte . rnat1vemodels that may be particularly useful for r 

11 d d. esearchers 
who have co ecte 1chotomous and/or Ion . . . gnud1na1 
data on mterpersonal perceptions or relationshi 
Because the SRM and its derivatives grew out of��
AN OVA-based framework, they are less attractive 
options for analyzing such data. Instead, models that 
grew out of the social networks tradition could offer 
more flexibility and the potential to model structural 
effects alongside dyadic effects. 

First, for data that are dichotomous and at a 
single point in time, the p2 model is an option that, 
conceptually, aligns well with the SRM (van Duijn, 
Snijders, & Zijlstra, 2004; Zijlstra, van Duijn, 
& Snijders, 2006). like the SRM, p2 partitions a 
directed dyadic, binary outcome into group-level, 
individual-level, and dyad-level component s. 
However, reflecting roots in a social networks 
tradition, the model is a probabilistic one, in 
which the drivers of a relationship are examined 
as influencing the likelihood that it matches one 
of four possibilities (i.e., 0,0; 1,0; 0,1; 1,1). The 

model is estimated using a Bayesian Markov Chain 
Monte Carlo algorithm and is implemented in 
freely available software. 

Second, researchers have only recently begun 

to tackle dynamics using the SRM (see,Jones & 
Shah, 2016; Nestler, Geukes, Hutteman, &: Back,

2017). For a more flexible approach to modeling

dyadic data that are longitudinal and for research

questions regarding how relationships change over_ 
. · wcbasuc

time, researchers might consider dynamic s 
lO) These 

actor-based modeling (Snijders et al., 20 
. M te Carlo models use Bayesian Markov Cham on 

d t d Is an tes 
algorithms to fit a range of flexible mo e 
h f tor states 

ypotheses regarding the interplay o ac 



1 relationships over time. The
ersona 

fi d interP . R can be used to t these models
an ckage in 
nCjella pa . • s & Snijders, 2013). 
IV 501trnanI ' 
(Riple

y, 

NCLVSION

co . 1 . 1 h ries in the soe1a sciences re y on�t� . . . 
MallY c . bout dyadic percept10ns, mteract10ns,

puons a as-sum . hips (Krasikova &: LeBreton, 2012). Yet
or relauons 

APPENDIX 18.1

Dyadic Data Analysis

dyadic dynamics have of ten been overlooked in 
social science research, with focusing instead on 
individual-level, group-level, and organizational
level processes and outcomes. In this chapter, 
we described approaches to data analysis that are 
uniquely focused on the dyad, offering researchers 
the ability to test theories of interpersonal 
dynamics at the appropriate level (or levels) 
of analysis. 

The code below was used to produce th� r�sults included in the chapter for cognitive trust. There are two

models below-a null model and a predicnon model. An expanded version of this code, with detailed 

annotations and comments that explain what each of the lines of code mean is available at http://apknight.org/

pdsnn-example.R.

II## Before running the models below, you must input a set of specialized functions. To do so, run the following

command, which loads a structure for the social relations model ###

source("http://apknight.org/pdSRM. R")

### This is a null social relations model, which provides the parameters needed to conduct a variance 
decomposition ###

cog.0 <· 
lme(trust_cog -

1, 
random = list( 

team_id = pdBlocked(list( 
pdldent(-1), 
pdSRM(--1 

+ al + a2 + a3 + a4
+pl+ p2 + p3 + p4)))),

correlation =corCompSymm(form = -11 team_id/dyad_id),
data= cl.sub, na.action=na.omit)

surnmary(cog.O)
###The re 1 su ts of this summary statement are ###

linear m· 
D 

ixed-effects model fit by REMLata: d.sub
Ale 

302 
BIC l.952 3057 

!land 
C 

0rn effects· 0 

.518 
logLik 

-1503.976

tnposite s tructure: Blocked
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Block 1: (Intercept) 

Formula: -1 I team_id 

(Intercept) 

StdDev: 0.4564505 

Block 2: al, a2, a3, a4, pl, p2, p3, p4

Formula: -1 +al+ a2 + a3 + a4 +pl+ p2 + p3 + p4 I team_id 

Structure: Social Relations Model 
StdDev Corr 

al 0.8978951 
a2 0.8978951 0.000 
a3 0.8978951 0.000 
a4 0.8978951 0.000 
pl 0.1459404 -0.311
p2 0.1459404 0.000 
p3 0.1459404 0.000 
p4 0.1459404 0.000 
Residual 0.5668108 

0.000 
0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 

-0.311 0.000 

0.000 -0.311

0.000 0.000 

Correlation Structure: Compound symmetry 

Formula: -1 I team_id/dyad_id 

Parameter estimate(s): 

Rho 

0.1379389 

Fixed effects: trust_cog - 1 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

-0.311

Value Std.Error DF t-value 
(Intercept) 5.520423 0.06377217 1082 86.56477 

Standardized Within-Group Residuals: 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

p-value

0

Min Ql Med Q3 Max 
-6.6440216 -0.2198626 0.0502427 0.2611959 4.4251627

Number of Observations: 1190 

Number of Groups: 108 

### END summary STATEMENT RESULTS### 

srm.pct(aff.0) 

### The results of this srm.pct statement are### 

0.000 
0.000 0.000 

Group 
Actor 
Partner 
Dyad 

variances.and.covariances 

0.208 
percents.and.correlations 

15.352 

Generalized Reciprocity 
Dyadic Reciprocity 

0.806 
0.021 
0.321 

-0.041
0.044

### END srm.pct STATEMENT RESULTS### 
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. model that includes fixed effects parameters to predict th d d d' 
'fhiS 1s a e group, actor, partner, an ya 1c 

tt/t ## 
variance

<:- \me(trust_cog -
cog.

l 

gender_pct_grd + social_skills_x_grd
+ act_gender + act_social_skills_grd 
+ part_gender + part_social_skills_grd

+ act_gender*part_gender + absdif_social_skills_grd

�andom = list(
team_id = pdBlocked(list( 

pdldent(-1), 
pdSRM(-1 +al+ a2 + a3 + a4 
+pl+ p2 + p3 + p4)))),

correlation=corCompSymm(form=-11 team_id/dyad_id), 
data=d, na.action=na.omit) 

summary( cog. l) 

### The results of this summary statement are ###

Linear mixed-effects model fit by REML 
Data: cl.sub 

AIC BIC logLik 
3045.212 3121.324 -1507.606 

Random effects: 
Composite Structure: Blocked 

Block 1: (Intercept) 
Formula: -1 I team_id 

(Intercept) 
StdDev: 0.4525179 

Block 2: al, a2, a3, a4, pl, p2, p3, p4 
Formula: - -1 +al+ a2 + a3 + a4 +pl+ p2 + p3 + p4 I team_id 
Structure: Social Relations Model 

al 
a2 
a3 
a4 
pl 
p2  
p3 
P4 

StdDev Corr 
0.8887494 
0.8887494 0.000 
0.8887494 0.000 0.000 
0.8887494 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.1462831 -0.355 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.1462831 
0.1462831 
0.1462831 

0.000 -0.355 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 -0.355 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 --0.355 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Residual 0.5628685Correlati s F 
on tructure: Compound symmetry orrnula: -11 team_id/dyad_id
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Parameter estimate(s): 
Rho 

0.1257927 
Fixed effects: trust_cog - 1 + gender_pct_grd + social_skills_x_grd + act_gender + act_social_skills_grd +

part_gender + part_social_skills_grd + act_gender * part_gender + absdif_social_skills_grd 
Value Std.Error DF t-value p-value 

Ontercept) 
gender_pct_grd 
social_skills_x_grd 
act_gender 
act_social_skills_grd 
part_gender 
part_social_skills_grd 

5.544265 0.06513712 1076 85.11683 0.0000 
-0.276140
-0.128293
-0.058049

0.184720
-0.050029

0.057971

0.27638097 
0.15933052 
0.05810358 
0.06129098 
0.02410284 
0.02489518 

105 
105 

1076 
1076 
1076 
1076 

-0.99913 0.3200
-0.80520 0.4225
-0.99906 0.3180

3.01382 0.0026 
-2.07565 0.0382

2.32860 0.0201 
absdif_social_skills_grd -0.010907 0.03031094 1076
act_gender:part_gender 0.04 7186 0.02265628 1076 
Correlation: 

-0.35984
2.08271

0.7190 
0.0375 

Ontr) gndr_ sci_ act_gn act_ prt_gn prt_ abs_ 
gender_pct_grd 0.118 
social_skills_x_grd 0.006 -0.016 
act_gender -0.239 -0.422 0.006 
act_social_skills_grd 0.000 0.015 -0.399 -0.009
part_gender -0.103 -0.180 0.004 0.051 -0.002
part_social_skills_grd 0.000 0.008 -0.173 -0.002 0.031 -0.015
absdif_social_skills_grd -0.003 -0.016 0.012 0.008 -0.008 0.026 -0.033
act_gender:part_gender 0.002 -0.032 0.004 -0.076 0.004 -0.186 0.010 -0.009 

Standardized Within-Group Residuals: 
Min Ql Med Q3 Max 

-6.61434986 -0.23963132 0.03880915 0.28392874 4.32217245

Number of Observations : 1190 
Number of Groups: 108 
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